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san config enable-san-optimized

Enable the All SAN Array personality for the cluster

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the advanced privilege level.

Description

The san config enable-san-optimized command converts the cluster to an All SAN Array. Conversion is a one-way, irreversible process. All SAN Array does not support NAS protocols. Prior to conversion, remove all NAS services and LIFs.

Parameters

Examples

The following example converts the cluster to an All SAN Array.

```
cluster1::*> san config enable-san-optimized
```

san config show

Show SAN configuration options for the cluster

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The command displays cluster SAN configuration options.

Examples

The following example displays the cluster SAN configuration.

```
cluster1::> san config show
  All SAN Array: true
```